The recent work of Thorpe' upon olfactory conditioning suggests one way in which an isolation may arise within insect populations and therefore it seems desirable to present further data on this subject. Thorpe has shown that two different types of insects (the ichneumonid parasite Nemeritis canescens and the vinegar fly Drosophila melanogaster) can be conditioned as larvae to give positive responses as adults to the odors of their larval environments. Thus, for instance, adults of both sexes of Drosophila melanogaster will be attracted to the odor of essence of peppermint if their larval lives have been spent in a medium where this substance was present. This is true in spite of the fact that the odor is otherwise repellent to the flies.
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The fact that such conditioning gradually disappears, in adults of both species studied, upon removal of the conditioning stimulus suggests one means by which ecological changes can be made by adults in populations where conditioning exists. Such a suggestion is supported by observations (Sturtevant unpublished) upon individuals of a variety of species of Drosophila that have been taken from the wild for the purpose of establishing laboratory strains. These flies characteristically are slow to lay eggs and much difficulty is experienced in starting them; however, where a strain can be established no further trouble usually occurs. Of course, olfactory conditioning is not the only obstacle to making such stocks-dietary deficiencies, upset mating habits and so on often being involved.
The experiments to be presented here were conducted as follows under the direction of Dr. A. H. Sturtevant. A strain of a fungus-inhabiting species, Drosophila guttifera, was selected from the laboratory stocks and used to establish two sub-strains. One was continued upon the food in which it had been developing in the laboratory (a mixture of molasses, corn meal, cotton seed, agar, moldex, yeast and water). The other was started on a new medium of agar, yeast, moldex, water and commercial mushroom extract.
The usual difficulty occurred in starting the new sub-strain so that sufficient flies were not obtained until after more than one generation. (It should be noted that this circumstance raises the possibility that the results given below are due to genetic rather than to conditioned differences between the sub-strains. Such an explanation, however, seems quite improbable because of Thorpe's findings and the fact that the ffies from which the sub-strains were established were highly inbred, being all descended from a single female and maintained as a small laboratory population for many generations before the experiment.) When enough flies of compara- or not egg-laying was influenced by the larval environment (a fact not brought out by Thorpe for this genus) no attempt was made to carefully control and study other environmental factors. One can see from the data below that the early environment does influence significantly the egg-laying responses of the adult ffies. The results agree with the data for Nemeritis in that they suggest a strong hereditary response to the ancestral environment, which, however, is significantly weakened by rearing on laboratory food. Thorpe has pointed out the r6le of olfactory conditioning as an isolating mechanism and therefore as an agent capable of influencing the migration factor in the forces determining the gene frequencies of wild populations.'
In this connection one should note that the factor of selection pressure will probably also vary where such isolation arises, as well as that of population size, for the populations will be held in somewhat different environments.
It may be noted in closing that here is a physiological factor acting on population mechanics that does not depend upon genetic change for changes in its specificity of action; in this respect it is similar to the homing reaction in salmon4 and birds," to the conditioned mating preferences of birds6 and to the reactions of ants toward colony mates.7
